
SHANE AND SHAWNEE

Thank you so much for considering us as potential adoptive parents for your child. We understand that
this is a hard decision and one that is likely weighing on your soul. You’ve made such a selfless act by

beginning this journey and we admire that about you already! Please know that, if you decide to choose
us, your child will be raised in a Christ centered, loving, foundational and caring home. We cannot begin to
comprehend the weight of the decisions you’re facing. Although our situations are different, we both know

what it is like to say goodbye to our children. We pray that God will be with you as well as provide the
strength and courage needed to make this difficult yet brave decision.

MEET SHANE AND SHAWNEE
 



SHANE AND SHAWNEE
O U R  S T O R Y

We met in college and in 1999 tied the knot after 3 ½ years of dating. In 2004, we
bought a home in Central Phoenix and started making it our own. After a couple

years of living there and 7 years of marriage, we decided to start a family. It wasn’t
easy, but eventually we got pregnant in 2005 with a daughter and were overjoyed.

But, without warning, at 24 weeks pregnant I went into labor and delivered our
daughter who weighed only 1 ½ pounds. She fought valiantly for 14 hours but

ultimately did not survive. The Drs assured us the next time we got pregnant they
would be prepared and monitor for complications.

We got pregnant again and in 2007 gave birth to a healthy boy named
Rhett. He was a handful but we wanted him to have a sibling close in

age, so in 2009 we had another boy named Hollis. With both boys I was
high risk and needed precautions to carry them long enough for

survival and they both were born at 35 weeks. We thought of having
other children but it just didn’t work out for us, so we lived life to the

fullest with these bundles of energy!



In March of 2016, just after his 7th birthday, Hollis started
having headaches and double vision. After a couple weeks of

Dr visits, an MRI confirmed our worst nightmares, terminal
brain cancer. You never think it will happen to you until it
does. They told us he only had 9 months to live and we

should just go make memories. But, we couldn’t accept that
as his fate and literally traveled the world in an effort to save

his life. At the time, the most promising treatment for this rare
cancer was in Germany, so we flew there monthly for 7

months. It gave him his a good quality of life, but was not
enough to save him and in January of 2017, he passed away.

HOLLIS



OUR FAMILY AND FRIENDS
Shawnee is one of 3 kids and
most of her immediate family

lives in Arizona as well. Her
parents are very involved

Grandparents and the whole
family gets together regularly

throughout the year. 

Shane has a smaller family and
many do not live in the same state,

but much of his extended family
does. His has several cousins that

we see regularly, including an
adopted second cousin. 

Our friends are the family we choose to do life with. We are very social and
spend time with friends every opportunity we get. They have been there for
us through the loss of 2 children and will be there to support us if our family
is blessed to grow through the adoption process. Many of our friends have

chosen adoption for their families as well. 



FAMILY FACTS
We love to travel around the country and the world 
We spend a lot of time in the community raising awareness and
fundraising to end pre-term birth and pediatric brain cancer
Weekends are spent at farmers markets, riding bikes, watching
our hometown sports teams and visiting family and friends
Rhett plays lacrosse, skateboards and rides his mountain bike
He is very interested in drawing, architecture and robotics  
We are a faith based Christian family and church plays an
important role in our lives. Christ as the center of our hearts and
the prayers of our friends encourage us to move forward each
and every day



PERSONAL FACTS
Shawnee is a 4th generation Arizonan
(quite rare these days!)
She is a vegetarian who enjoys cooking
and baking
An avid reader! The love of reading is
something I passed onto the boys!
Likes to exercise and stay physically fit,
including hiking and enjoying the
outdoors

Shane is originally from Southern
California 
Plays golf and enjoys home
improvement projects in his free
time
Loves off-roading and exploring
the Southwest in his 4Runner
Really loves the 80's (music,
movies, etc.)!
He is devoutly genuine &
intentional with his relationships.



OUR FAMILY
There is obviously a huge void in our family since
we've sadly lost 2 of our children. We feel like we
have so much more love to give and life to live.

We would love to add another child to our family.
Unfortunately, that has not happened for us

naturally. We have strong faith in God's plan for
us and although we do not understand the path

HE has chosen for our lives, we have faith that HE
will walk with us every day.


